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For 60 years, generations of families have
counted on NeoLife to provide them with
products that are based in nature, backed
by science and naturally safe and proven
effective. We take pride in our unwavering
quality and safety standards that have
ensured the effectiveness of our products.
NeoLife has millions of satisfied customers in
over 50 countries around the world, and for
60 years NeoLife’s carefully charted pathway
from the farm to the table guarantees you
and your family the finest quality in product
formulation.
Quality is NeoLife’s highest priority, and it
is the Scientific Advisory Board that sets
the quality standards and expectations for
all NeoLife products and the ingredients
that go into them. Everything that goes
into each NeoLife product – every supplier
and all raw material ingredients – must
qualify before they can be used by meeting
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our strict demands for purity, potency,
consistency, origin and other critical quality
factors. Through our integrated global supply
structure, all of this is monitored and managed
by teams of highly skilled people in a stateof-the-art quality assurance programme that
is unsurpassed in our industry.
Within our sophisticated systems and
quality check processes we keep track
of:
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FIELD CROP MONITORING:		
Crops are monitored and assessed even
before they are harvested. This assures the
very highest quality at the outset and also
allows us to track crop lots precisely. Early
monitoring is performed on fruits, vegetables
and grains and all the other materials we use
for NeoLife products.
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METICULOUS SEED SELECTION:		

Where something grows, how it grows, even
the seed stock from which it is grown can be
important determiners of quality.

PRISTINE SOIL
& ENVIRONMENT:		
Our standards demand that
only raw ingredient sources
meeting our strict qualifications and highest standards,
such as fields in the least disturbed and most
natural environments available, be selected.
These specifications also allow us to ensure that all of our wholefood concentrates and extracts are beyond organic
and GMO free.

NUTRIENT OPTIMIZING HARVEST:

Our qualified ingredient suppliers also carefully select the very best time of the year to
harvest crops in order to ensure both quality
and the highest nutrient content.

QUALITY CONTROL RAW 		
CROP ANALYSIS:				
Because of these demanding standards,
crops are continually analysed for nutrient
content and quality leading up to processing.
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NUTRIENT EXTRACTION 		
& CONCENTRATION:
		
How a crop is processed is another key
determiner of quality. That is why only stateof-the-art equipment is used that guarantees
the purest extractions and concentrates
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PURITY &
POTENCY		
VERIFIED

with an absolute minimum of processed
alteration.
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PURITY & POTENCY VERIFICATION:

Purity and potency are crucial to maintaining
quality. All ingredients are held under strict
quarantine and cannot be released for use
until laboratory tests for purity and potency
have been verified.
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SOCIALLY RESPONSIBLE 		
MANUFACTURING: 			
Once the raw materials have been processed
to our specifications, they are delivered to
our manufacturing facilities. These facilities
are routinely audited to ensure that they
are operating in a manner that guarantees
the highest quality of manufacturing with
the lowest environmental burden. Stateof–the-art equipment combines various raw
materials into different forms with maximum
efficiency, guaranteeing consistency from
batch to batch.
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QUALITY CONTROL & 			
LABORATORY ANALYSIS:		
Leading edge science continues to define
NeoLife’s Quality Control System. All final

products are tested and certified by the
most reliable and validated scientific methods to ensure safety, quality and effectiveness. These methods are very important, but
more important still are the highly trained and
skilled scientists who perform them, ensuring that all of our quality standards for purity
and potency are met.
Each NeoLife product is the end result
of top-quality work by leading scientists,
researchers and nutrition professionals –
work that is based in state-of-the-art technology and manufacturing and the very
latest in science.
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the very origin of every single raw material
– Farm to Table.

NeoLife’s intricately developed batch numbering system yields a charted pathway from
the Farm to the Table and guarantees you
and your family the finest purity and potency
and the highest quality products available
anywhere.
At NeoLife, the product philosophy is
quite simple: absolute, unwavering pursuit of quality without compromise.

We believe that the right decisions about
our bodies and our homes – deciding what
to put into them and what to keep out of
them – are among the most important
PRODUCT DELIVERY & 		
BATCH TRACKING:
		 decisions of our life. When it comes to
When ingredients are combined into a our health, and the health of our children
finished product, that batch of product and families, there’s simply no room for
is assigned a unique batch number that compromise.
identifies all of the specific ingredient lots that
went into producing that particular batch.
Ultimately, when the batch of product is
packaged, it is assigned a packaging batch
number that appears on our product labels.
This is the very important code number that
allows NeoLife to trace every product to
your home and every product ingredient
back through the entire supply chain to
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